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ABSTRACT

Background: Turnaround Time (TAT) is an important Quality Indicator in the medical laboratory. The Rivers State University Teaching Hospital (RSUTH) Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) laboratory was enrolled in the process of World Health Organisation (WHO) - Regional Office for Africa (AFRO) accreditation by FH360 in preparation for the ISO 15189 accreditation in 2016. One of the services rendered in the laboratory is Early Infant Diagnosis (EID)/Dried Blood Spots (DBS) in Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) exposed infants. Clinicians depend on these results to determine the next step for the management of HIV exposed infants. This study is aimed at assessing the rate of sample rejection (SR), determine the effect of specific intervention on this rate and the effect of SR on TAT.

Method: It involves the assessment of samples delivered to the RSUTH PCR Laboratory from January 2019 to March 2020. A baseline rate of sample rejection was established from January to July 2019. Interventional measures were put in place such as introducing the national algorithm for rejection and acceptance of samples, training was also done for EID sample collectors and a final assessment of changes in the rate of sample rejection was determined at the final period of January to March 2020.

Results: During the baseline period, sample rejection rate started at 5% in February and went back to 0% in March. In April however, the rate of rejection increased to 9%. There was a decline in rejection rate to 5% and 7% in May and June respectively. A sudden spike in rejection occurred in July at a rate of 19%. The major reasons for sample rejection were DBS cards with insufficient blood spots, DBS cards with clots present in spots, DBS cards that have serum rings and grossly haemolysed DBS. After baseline data was collected and interventions put in place. Sample rejection rate drastically reduced to 1%, 0% and 0% respectively from January to March which is way below the maximum threshold of 2% as advocated by WHO. At baseline EID, TAT was longer than a month, however; with SR, the TAT increased to about seven weeks. The final assessment in March from this study showed a significant reduction in sample rejection to 0%.

Conclusion and recommendations: This study has shown that quality improvement is achievable if interventional tools are utilized promptly. This will result in shorter TAT; fewer samples rejected and therefore prompt treatment of exposed infants thus reducing morbidity and mortality due to HIV.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Turnaround Time (TAT) involves three different phases; pre-analytical phase (sample ordering, sample collection, sample identification, sample transport, sample reception (where sample rejection often occurs); analytical phase (sample preparation and sample analysis) and the post-analytical phase (result reporting, result interpretation, and action by the clinician). Hence TAT simply put refers to the time when requisition of test is made, to when clinical decision is made [1].

When a client derives satisfaction from a product or a service, quality is said to have been achieved [2]. Most laboratories avoid talking about quality but rather look into issues of imprecision and inaccuracy. Contrary to this, however, clinicians would rather have quality service, which
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includes imprecision and inaccuracy, availability, cost effectiveness, priority, and time bound [3]. Time bound among others seem to take first place [3]. Turnaround time indeed is a pivotal quality indicator of how effective a laboratory performs [4]. Hence, prolonged TAT gives room for clients to complain and even query the quality of the tests [5]. Turnaround time if not tackled, creates room for constant complaint from one client to the other and is faced with issues of conflict resolution which will affect the duty of the conflict resolver(s). Very many laboratories still prefer to go the conventional way rather than imbibe the recent technological changes, this hampers on TAT. Constant retrieval and evaluation of data should be part of a laboratory quality management to recognize, properly handle, always troubleshoot, and develop a better performance plan and safety of patient by recognizing and carrying out valuable interventional measures with the intensification of robust standards of vital key practices in laboratories [6], [7].

Early Infant Diagnosis (EID) or Dried Blood Spot (DBS) is a qualitative test for babies born to HIV mothers who may still have maternal antibody in circulation hence may test false positive to rapid test kits but have their samples tested using PCR within 6 weeks to 18 months after birth.

Global epidemiology of HIV in infants is deduced from their mothers at an estimation of 1.4 million in 2008 since acquisition of HIV in infancy is almost all from mother to child in developing nations with the occurrence of 430,000 new pediatric cases [8]. Approximation of 15% - 30% occurs, when ART is not given to these infants exposed to HIV mothers at the time of pregnancy. Childbirth and long-term breast feeding of these infants can also result in 10% - 20% risk of transmission [9]. All this could be due to prolonged TAT, sample rejection, equipment down time and reagent stock out.

Progression of HIV occurs rapidly in exposed infants with increased mortality if commencement of ART is delayed and appropriate care is not given, one-third of infants die in their first year of life and almost half of such infants do not make it to their second year of their life. Infants who seem to be healthy carriers at less than 18 months do not undergo ART, and usually lack appropriate care often [10]. Commencement of ART as well as appropriate care can only be enabled if diagnosis is detected early enough as advocated by World Health Organization (WHO), which impacts positively as death and long term stay in the hospital is ruled out [8].

HIV antibody tests, including newer tests, do not establish the presence of HIV infection in infants because of transplacental transfer of maternal immunoglobulin to HIV; therefore, a virologic test should be used [11]. Varying options can be used to establishing HIV in infants below 18 months. Among which is the polymerase chain reaction (DNA PCR), for detection of HIV-1 pro-viral DNA which incorporates in the genome of human [12],[14]. New outbreaks of HIV in exposed infants through pregnancy, birth canal and even by breast feeding must be stopped in order to achieve the fast-track targets of ending the AIDS epidemic by 2030. Early commencement of ART can also reduce transmission rates to 5% or less [15]. Achieving accurate diagnosis is only enabled when samples are of optimal quality and processed as soon as they get to the laboratory [11].

The Prevention of Mother-to-Child Transmission of HIV (PMTCT) program has added value to the efficiency and wide reach of interventions which has resulted in the huge number of exposed infants born without the virus [16]. Nevertheless, early detection of infants before disease strikes can be achieved through routine diagnostic checks of all exposed infants, prioritizing TAT, since prolonged TAT may result in mortality. Hence WHO advocates that two virologic tests be carried out at 6 weeks of age and immediate placement of lifelong ART [17].

In Nigeria, there is an increased access to ART at varying levels: tertiary, secondary and primary health care facilities. Recognition of identified infants is fast tracked due to rapid disease progression in these infants [18]. Collection of samples for the DNA-PCR from exposed infants occur in the form of a dried blood spot (DBS) which is properly packaged and sent to the Hub for analysis. The sample is sent alongside a sample requisition form which incorporates patient unique identifiers (such as hospital number, district/Local Government Area (LGA) code, sending, mother’s name and ART information, infant’s name, sex, date of birth and information on breastfeeding). It also captures the date the sample was taken, mode of delivery, PMTCT prophylaxis, and infant’s feeding practice, reasons for the DNA-PCR test, entry point for the test, and finally the result of the test [19].

When quality of EID samples become suboptimal, it affects the number of samples accepted, hence rejection rate will enormously increase with an overall negative impact on TAT. A study carried out in the National Microbiology Reference Laboratory (NMRL) showed a total of 2020 (3.5%) samples were rejected, this affected TAT as results were rather delayed [20]. So many reasons were responsible for rejecting the samples, predominantly insufficient samples, sample contamination, and disparity between sample and form, these do not synchronize with the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for collection, storage, and transportation of DBS samples [21].

Rejection of samples leads to delay in providing critical lifelong antiretroviral therapy to deserving children and is contributory to the prevailing 43% pediatric ART initiations, against 74% for adults in Zimbabwe [19]. The rise in the rejection rates, above the World Health Organization (WHO) maximum threshold of 2%, presents an urgent need to evaluate the existing EID sample management mechanisms and the extent of adherence to them in order to enhance pediatric ART initiations [21].

The laboratory medicine is the focal point of the health care system. Patient care wholly depends on laboratory information. This emphasizes the call for excellent time bound results.

II. METHODOLOGY

The project was conducted in the PCR Laboratory of Rivers State University Teaching Hospital (RSUTH), Port Harcourt from January 2019 to March 2020. This PCR laboratory is a Hub which analyses EID samples from over 250 facilities that render ART service in Rivers State and some neighboring States. Records of samples rejected were collected from the sample rejection log at the reception; number of rejected samples within seven months were counted. Microsoft Excel 2010 program was used for Statistical analysis. Presentation of calculated rejected
samples was presented in percentages and as numbers. Reasons for EID rejection which consequently impacted on TAT were the following: DBS cards with insufficient blood spots (need to have at least three good spots), DBS cards with clots present in spots, DBS cards that have serum rings indicating contamination around the spots, grossly hemolyzed. Others were: Poorly labeled/ unlabeled sample, mismatched sample, missing labels on package or tracing form, form with no sample/sample with no form, inappropriate sample packing. Reasons for suboptimal preparation of EID samples were Staff incompetency (staff who prepares DBS spot), improper step - down training for: newly posted staff, new employees, and old staff, sudden relieve of duty from those already trained, criteria for sample acceptance/rejection not put in place.

After the baseline rejection analysis rate was done, step down trainings were conducted in collaboration with the implementing partners FHI360 in various facilities with poor competent staff, distribution of algorithm for acceptance and rejection of EID samples, facility heads were encouraged to ensure step down was carried out for new staff before laying off old staff. Strict supervision by facility head and supervisors was encouraged. All of this is to ensure that facilities optimally avoid rejection, and this will result in the early generation of EID result (shortened TAT) and will help in better clinical judgement by the clinicians, reduce mortality and morbidity rate in EID with a subsequent increase in Prevention of Mother to Child Transmission.

III. RESULTS

A. Results of Elements Measured at Baseline

Fig. 1 shows average percentage rate of EID rejection, within a baseline period of seven months. During the baseline period, sample rejection rate started at a rate of 0% in January increased to 5% in February and went back to 0% in March. In April however, the rate of rejection increased to 9%. There was a decline in rejection rate to 5% and 7% in May and June. A sudden spike in rejection occurred in July. Root cause analysis was carried out to know reasons for the high rate of EID rejections. It was found that facilities with the higher rates of rejection were private Clinics who lay off their staff and do not border to do step down for the newly employed; staff not acquainted with the national algorithm for acceptance and rejection of EID samples. Most staff, who work with these private facilities are poorly remunerated, hence lack dedication to duties and competence.

B. Result of Elements Measured at Final Period

The final data showed a tremendous decrease in EID rejection rate from the months of January to March 2019, at 1% - 0% rate respectively, after interventions have been put in place. It shows that improvements have been made and this has resulted in lower TAT, few, or no samples rejection. This will impact positively on the exposed infants as the positive ones will be enrolled immediately in ART clinic. Shortened TAT helps in quick diagnosis and treatment with an overall satisfaction of patients. Before the commencement of this study, EID TAT was longer than one month. Results of a batch of samples sent from a particular facility will be sent back to same facility alongside rejected forms. Hence, exposed HIV infants whose samples were rejected have to wait until results are sent back to the facility before recollection of samples can be made in about seven weeks. This impacted negatively on the exposed HIV infants since proper clinical decisions could not be made. The study however, brought about a reduction in TAT to as low as 1-2 weeks, with a minimal rate of sample rejection at the point of sample receipt.

Fig. 1. Percentage rate of EID samples received and rejected from January–July 2019.

Fig. 2. Percentage rate of EID samples received and rejected from January – March 2020.

IV. CONCLUSION

The aim of this project was to reduce EID rejection rate to 1%. Findings have however, demonstrated a significant drop-in rejection rate as compared to baseline and final results. It shows that EID sample rejection can actually be eradicated if all interventional factors used in this study are applied.

The challenges encountered in this project include the following: Difficulty in getting the sending facility adhere to change; Incessant transfer/dropping of staff by private facility management; Logistics.

The following recommendations were proffered: Proper step down to new staff before quitting old staff; Competency assessment of new staff; Strict and constant monitoring by supervisors; Adherence to rejection/acceptance criteria.
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